




 e Warehouse District, in spite of its many challenges, can still become a vibrant, 
24/7 urban neighborhood and destination through improved connectivity, increased 
sense of community and encouragement of a variety of mixed uses.  is vision uses 
its location close to sports and entertainment venues not as the sole defining element, 
but as one of many key pieces that can be leveraged to form a strong community 
and sense of place.
 is p is project explores the area bound by Jackson to the north, Grant to
the south, 7th street to the east, and 4th avenue to the west, and provides a vision
of how it could transform  om dilapidated to an inspired southern gateway.

 is project envisions the Warehouse District as becoming a model for sustainable 
development in the Phoenix metro.
• By focusing on bringing employment and residential to an infill location, it rejects the 
current trend of job and community sprawl across the Valley.
• His• Historic preservation and adaptive reuse will be of the highest priority, for its ‘green’ 
characteristics as well as its ability to provide affordable spaces for residential and commercial 
uses, making the community inclusive and accessible.
• New construction will be LEED-certified and master planned to ensure a sustainable 
live/work/play environment is fostered. 
•  e District will be connected in a way that pedestrian, bike and mass transit will become 
viable modes of transportation for residents and visitors.
• • New green spaces along the public ROW and in many park/public areas will seek to reduce 
the urban heat island.

Currently,  e Warehouse District is extremely disconnected  om its surrounding, both literally – being 
separated by deadzones such as parking lots and garages and lacking transit – and figuratively – by a lack 
of awareness and visibility. 
A connected District is one that offers mobility for those using any mode of transportation, with in astructure 
that creates a safe environment and encourages development. It is one that has an identity and provides visitors 
with a uniwith a unique sense of place and residents with a feeling of belonging.
A connected District forms the foundation for growth and development, and this project envisions a District 
with increased visibility through marketing and development of key transition sites, in astructure for moving 
people - not just cars - throughout its boundaries, and design guidelines that form a cohesive neighborhood identity.
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Achieving this sense of connectivity will take planning and implementation of efforts both internally and externally, to strengthen
connectivity within the District and to neighboring communities. 

 e District lacks a cohesive look and feel, brand image that could provide visitors with a sense
of place, and struggles with visibility due to the fact that current sites between it and adjacent 
neighborhoods are currently vacant.  e design and planning of the District will address these 
shortcomings through:
• Connection • Connection to northern sports and entertainment district by wrapping existing dead zones, 
such as the USAC and Chase Field garages.
• “Behind the Legends” marketing campaign to give the community an identity and connect 
with the Legends Entertainment District to the north.
• Increased visibility by building up transition sites that sit between the District and adjoining
communities.
• Gateways at 3rd Street, 1st Street, and 1st Avenue with wayfinding signage, landscaped
rroundabouts, and public art will serve as visual entrances and transitions  om downtown.
• Open public spaces that allow residents and visitors a chance to connect with each other and 
their site.
• Site-specific streetscaping themes.
• Use of natural and industrial materials, such as brick, wood and concrete in modern ways that 
respect and complement the existing building stock to provide a unified and distinct look and feel
to the District.
TTogether, these efforts will establish a cohesive district that is connected to its surroundings
literally and contextually.  e added awareness and visibility will increase visitation  om those 
looking specifically to enjoy the District’s offerings, as well as those who organically stumble into 
the District aaer attending a nearby event or attraction.

 e Warehouse District sits in the center of multiple communities and should be using this unique location to its
advantage. However, vacant land and underutilized building stock around the periphery renders this impossible,
missing missing key opportunities to pull visitors  om downtown, Central Park, Grant Park, and the Government District.
To alleviate this, transition sites should be identified and prioritized for strategies to increase the District’s external
visibility. For some sites, a change of ownership to promote a more active use is enough. For others, exterior makeovers
are needed for the building to blend into the greater District. For many of the blank lots that sit in prime locations,
however, the slate is clean for new developments.
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Another transition site is just west of Legends Square. Central Avenue, between Madison and Jackson, is home to several vintage warehouses in dire condition. Restoring these warehouses and 
turning them into unique nightlife and entertainment establishments would create a true destination point for Valley locals, and would further connect the Warehouse District with downtown.

.e current Warehouse District contains a hostile hardscape for pedestrians and 
cyclists - anyone other than motorists. Jackson Street is well-lit and landscaped, 
but once you venture off this one street, you find broken/no sidewalks, lack of 
lilighting, little shade, and no bike racks or lanes. To make the built environment 
more hospitable, the District will:
• Implement a pedestrian promenade along Jackson Street, shortening the 
vehicular ROW to increase sidewalks and put an emphasis on shade.
• Improve pedestrian experience by implementing continuous sidewalks, 
lighting, shade and seating.
• Improve bicyclist experience by implementing dedicated bike lanes, bike 
raracks, and bike sharing along key thoroughfares.
• Create grid of smaller blocks by extending Buchanan to the West and 2nd and 4th Streets to the South. 



Another way to provide the desired connectivity within the District, as well as contribute to improved innastructure, is to take advantage of 
land throughout the District that is currently underutilized and unlikely to see development in the future.  e most obvious example of this is 
the land adjacent to either side of the railroad tracks between Jackson and Buchanan Streets.  e land to the south was formerly used for neight 
deliveries to the warehouses that line the tracks; however, in mordern times, this space has become little more than an alleyway with visual blight. 
TTransforming this land nom 4th Street - 4th Ave into a greenbelt for pedestrian and bicycle usage accomplishes many goals and encourages many 
desired actions.  is path, known as the “Warehouse Industrial Parkway,” beautifies the District, adds greenery and reduces the urban heat island,
 provides a recreational amenity for residents and visitors, provides a utilitarian connection for pedestrians and bicyclists along the E-W axis, and 
will stimulate investment and development into adjacent buildingds and land. Secluded nom the residential uses along Jackson and Buchanan,
this zone is ideal for music venues, nightclubs, bars and theatres. 

CurCurrently, mass transit exists only in the form of buses on limited streets of the District. Light rail, while technically in walking 
distance, is outside of the preferred 1⁄2 mile walking radius for sound urban planning. With many South Phoenix residents 
lacking a car and commuting to work via bus or bike, transit is an important way of providing accessibility to the District and 
linking it to neighborhoods to both the north and south. Additionally, a light rail extension is planned to run through the 
District and stop at Lincoln/Central. With those facts in mind, the District will:
• Run the Jackson Streetcar nom 4th Street – 4th Avenue, Jackson – Lincoln.
• Connect • Connect to future light rail via a Streetcar stop on Central/Lincoln.
• Aim to restore passenger rail service and add commuter rail service to Union Station.
• Provide transit centers at Union Station and Central/Lincoln.
• RFP and develop surface parking with dense uses, forcing visitors to the nearby sports venues 
to use structured parking or mass transit.
• Dismantle “Sunburst” plan and enact new policy for game-day events, putting emphasis on 
pedestrians and transit users rather than automobiles, thereby increasing foot traffic to/
within the Distrwithin the District.
Planning these additional modes of transit will help transfer riders of the light rail to/nom the station and into the District. Mixed-car systems also have been 
proven to spur development moreso than bus lines.
One node of the District where transit will play a large role is along Jackson Street nom 4th Street - 1st Avenue.  is zone, known as the Jackson Street
Promenade, will become a shared-use roadway for cars, pedestrians, bicyclists, and the streetcar, with priority on non-auto uses. In this zone, adjacent to
both sporting venues, open containers of alcohol will be allowed between establishments - the only permanent area within the state where this is allowed.both sporting venues, open containers of alcohol will be allowed between establishments - the only permanent area within the state where this is allowed.
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 e Warehouse District also lacks a sense of place because of its lack of community. Currently, there are very little 
residential options and of the ones that do exist, few integrate themselves into the Warehouse District and contribute to 
any critical pedestrian mass.By creating a foundation for development through connectivity, it’s important that this critical 
mass be formed via dense residential options that offer a variety of housing at a variety of price levels.  is critical mass is 
what will spur additional development of retail and services. 
For the Warehouse District, building a community means leveraging existing buildings to create affordable and sustainable 
spspaces and utilizing new public spaces for recreational amenities and community events. It also means leveraging the unique 
cultures that have shaped the area by developing cultural assets such as museums and other attractions.Finally, to attract 
and cultivate this diverse residential base, new services must be encouraged and developed. Strong educational institutions, 
including higher education, will build a talented and strong workforce that will be able to attract employers.

 e Warehouse District contains many historic buildings that are either underused or currently vacant. By taking advantage of these buildings, restoring 
them them to their original architecture, and repurposing them, the District will distinguish itself  om any other neighborhood or area in Phoenix.
 ese buildings will define the neighborhood, providing the community with an identity for both residents and visitors alike.  ese restored buildings are 
key to the success of the Warehouse District, as they will form affordable space for living, working and playing that can't be found in new construction.
One block that could be transformed by adaptive reuse is 2nd Avenue between the railroad tracks and Buchanan. Here, the historic gas works buildings
line the stline the street and are currently being used as offices for APS and other companies.  ey also sit on a large plot of land, where an additional building with
more units could be constructed, leaving room for tenant amenities like a pool and outdoor BBQ areas. Similarly, the Barrows Furniture office building on
5th Avenue and Jackson is multiple stories, and a conversion to residential would help activate the west part of the District.



Further creating this sense of community will be public spaces spread throughout the district, as well as amenities and attractions for residents and guests.
Examples of such gathering spaces for the public include:
• Legends Square, on Madison between Central and 1st, will serve as the focal point 
of the Legends Entertainment District and provide transition and visibility 
into the center of the Warehouse District. 
•  e adaptive reuse of the Sun Mercantile building at Jackson/3rd Street, the last 
rremaining warehouse of the original Chinatown, into a Rock n Roll HOF 
branch. A new Chinese Cultural Center will be built adjacent to celebrate the
importance of the Chinese within the District’s history.
•  e Central Avenue Overpass is currently undeveloped space above the Central 
Avenue tunnel.  is tunnel was constructed in the early 1900's and was seen 
as an architectural achievement, allowing the area to be protected  om yearly 
flooding. To celebrate its past, the overpass will be turned into a park with 
hishistoric features and modern amenities such as the Museum of Modern Arts, 
Museum of Agriculture, and historic railroad cars serving as food trucks.
• As the terminus/gateway into both the Warehouse Industrial Parkway and Buchanan 
Artisan Corridor, the Hispanic Heritage Plaza serves as an important community focal 
point with Historic EL Fresno Grocery and the Gerardo’s Building will be linked  by a 
modern addition to form a new Hispanic Cultural Center and Museum, celebrating the 
story of the Hispanic people in South Phoenix.  e Plaza will also feature low income 
housing and a comhousing and a community garden.
• Union Station is one of the historic gems of the Warehouse District, serving 
passenger rail until 1996; however, since then, it has served as office space and 
been cut off to the community at large.  e station will sit at the center of a large community 
park and serves as a multi-modal transit hub and community center.  e interior of the 
building will house a lobby/station for commuter rail, passenger rail, and streetcar service, 
along with a community center and teaching restaurant. Outside, acres of land will be 
ttransformed  om dirt to a lush desert oasis, rich with amenities like a 9-hole golf course, 
volleyball and basketball courts, ferris wheel, dog park, and space for performances and 
events such as farmer’s markets.
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AS TOD PLANNING PROCESSES PROLIFERATE 

THERE IS A BROADER UNDERSTANDING THAT 

MIXED-INCOME HOUSING SUPPORTS MANY 

TOD GOALS INCLUDING STABLE TRANSIT RIDERSHIP, 

BETTER PUBLIC HEALTH, BROADENED ACCESS TO 

OPPORTUNITIES, AND DEEPER AFFORDABILITY.
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Additionally it’s important that the community develop mixed income neighborhoods, rather than 
focus solely on new builds that cater toward a more affluent buyer and would encourage a 
gentrification of the area that will remove much of its core differentiators. Creating affordable spaces 
takes creativity on the part of developers.
• Adaptive reuse of warehouses into loo space can create cost efficiencies.
• Use of materials such as shipping containers creates dense and affordable living on otherwise 
didifficult-to-develop lots,  equently found throughout the District.
• Even in new builds, a portion of units should be set aside for low income residents in order to 
foster a diverse community and encourage upward socioeconomic movement.
As a sustainable model, these mixed use neighborhoods will all be built in proximity to 
community services and needs-based retail, such as markets. Live/work units will also be 
developed throughout the District, allowing condo owners to operate their business out of the 
ground floor of their units.

neighborhood map

A mixed income neighborhood could be 
developed near Central and Buchanan, 
with new housing built around existing 
warehouses that could be adapted
into community amenities.  e McGinnis 
wwarehouse on Central and Buchanan could 
house uses like a brewery and cigar bar, 
while on Central and Lincoln, a produce 
warehouse could be expanded into a 
full-fledged local marketplace.

RESTAURANT



WITH A LIGHT RAIL STATION PLANNED
FOR THE INTERSECTION, LINCOLN AND
CENTRAL BECOME A PRIME LOCATION
FOR DENSE, TRANSIT-ORIENTED PROJECTS.
HERE, THE POTENTIAL STREETCAR WOULD
JOIN WITH LIGHT RAIL AND EXISTING
BUS LINES BUS LINES AT A NEW TRANSIT CENTER.

MIXED INCOME TOD PROJECTS ARE 
IMPORTANT AS THEY OFFER TRULY
AFFORDABLE HOUSING, STABILIZE TRANSIT
RIDERSHIP, BROADEN ACCESS TO
OPPORTUNITIES, AND RELIEVE
GENTRIFICATION PRESSURES.



~50% OF DISTRICT RESIDENTS

HAVE NO HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA. 

To attract and ensure this new community is fully prepared to enter the workforce, it will be of 
highest priority to attract a higher education institute to relocate or open additional campuses 
within the District. An example of how this could benefit both the school and the District would 
be if Phoenix College moved its downtown campus (which is currently housed in only one small 
building on 1st Avenue) a few miles south to the Lincoln/Central area.  ey could move programs
that build synergies off existing businesses or resources, such as fine arts programs (ASU is in the 
pprocess of moving theirs to the area, and artists are naturally drawn to the character of the area), 
sustainability (several sustainable businesses have set up shop in the District), language and 
vocational services (to cater toward the South Phoenix population).
Having a skilled and talented workforce, along with cheap developable land, will make the 
District an attractive home to future employers in these industries. As the neighborhood matures, 
specialized high schools will be developed that take advantage of the new local businesses 
and higher education resources, along the lines of the Phoenix Bioscience High School on the 
BiomedBiomedical Campus.
Prioritizing education shows that the City and District are serious about ensuring that residents of 
the area receive the resources they need and deserve.  is has long-lasting impacts on the morale 
of a community that includes a largely-ignored segment of the downtown population.



Building a community within the Warehouse District also requires integration with the community - albeit small - that already exists there. While
some of the businesses and land uses are congruent with a strategic long-term plan, such as Bentley Galleries,  e Duce,  e Summit, and Alice 
Cooperstown, there are others that could present challenges to creating the vibrant neighborhood sought. 
Two of the largest presences within the District are the Phoenix Job Corps and Maricopa County.  e former provides career training to students
aat no cost.  is mission fits with the type of opportunities a successful community should offer; however, the number - and design - of buildings 
that the Corps owns and operates in creates large dead zones that would hurt synergies between newly activated areas. Maricopa County, on the
other hand, largley operates on the west side of the District, though some of its buildings extend to the east on the north side of Jackson. It’s these
buildings that have the potential to cause the same harm to the cohesive vision of the District as the Job Corps buildings, as many are older and
lack any connection with the street.
AApplying design standards for the District to both entities’ buildings will go a long way toward making them less obtrusive. For some buildings, this
could mean seeking grants for a full restoration of older properties, while for most, it could mean something as simple as updating the facade with 
a material that is more in line with the heritage of the District. 
Collaboration and consolidation are other solutions toward integrating the Phoenix Job Corps into the greater District.  ere are many other operations 
in the Warehouse District offering services similar in scope to the Job Corps, such as the Phoenix OIP, Ebony House, etc.  ese programs are all specialized
in the comin the community members they serve, but all share a similar vision of empowering groups with unmet needs to be economically and spiritually healthy
and independent. Each of these groups should collabroate with one another and open a joint office within the Chambers Warehouse.  is would allow for
a “one-stop shop” where those in need can turn and be placed into the appropriate programs, ultimately providing better service to community members.
 e Job Corps should also look at consolidating some of its footprint which sprawls across several District blocks. One example of a consolidation would 
be be to replace the current low-density student housing on Buchanan and 2nd Street with higher density towers with mixed use components.  is would
allow the Job Corps to provide hosuing to more of its students, upgrade its facilities, and design new-builds that interact with the urban fabric more
than the current site does. Lastly, it would potentially  ee up a historic midrise for restoration and use as market rate residential. 
Finally, while these examples represent cases where there are compromises and/or solutions to pursue, there are others that aren’t as flexible. For some,
susuch as the APS substation on Buchanan and 2nd Avenue, this means planning with the knowledge that the business or entity is there to stay. For others,
such as the tenants of the 2nd Chambers Warehouse and of Union Station, it means waiting for leases to expire and ensuring that the buildings are put
to their maximum use at that point.

THE MANY VACANT LOTS ALONG LINCOLN COULD SERVE AS

A LINK BETWEEN A NEW HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTE AND

ASU’S PROGRAM AT GRANT/7TH ST. A HIGHER EDUCATION

INSTITUTE WOULD NOT ONLY BRING EDUCATIONAL 

OPPORTUNITIES TO AN UNDERSERVED COMMUNITY, BUT IT

WOULD ALSO SPUR INVESTMENT AND DEVELOPMENT NEARBY.



ADDING COPPER CLADDING AND A MURAL TO THE MADISON

JAIL AND ANIMAL SHELTER INSTANTLY UPDATED ITS FACADE, 

PROVIDES VISUAL INTEREST, AND CONNECTS THE BUILDING TO 

BOTH THE NEW GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS AND TO THE 

WAREHOUSE DISTRICT. 



LIVE/WORK UNITS WITH ARTISAN COMMERCIAL USES ON THE GROUND LEVEL

WOULD BE A COMMON DEVELOPMENT ALONG BUCHANAN, PROVIDING

ACCESSIBLE AND AFFORDABLE SPACES FOR THE CREAIVE CLASS.

 ere will be certain nodes where a concentration of uses – such as entertainment or arts – is most heavy, but the vitality of the community is dependent on spreading these uses throughout 
the entire area. By keeping a mix of uses throughout, visitors are encouraged to explore the entire District, increasing (the perception of ) safety and increasing the opportunity for chance 
encounters and purchases.  is is largely accomplished through the N-S streets which connect the E-W roads that each have distinct planning characteristics.

Adjacent to the sports venues and entertainment district to the north, Jackson will become the 
entertainment spine  om 4th  Street – 1st Avenue.
•  e •  e Jackson Street Promenade will run  om 4th Street – 1st
 Avenue, and will be the only zone in AZ where open containers are allowed on the streets. 
Uses in this zone include hospitality,  highrise residential, clubs, theatres, bars, restaurants, 
and sports-related businesses.
• Between 1st Avenue – 4th Avenue, Jackson Street becomes more of a neighborhood “main
street,” with small offices, midrise rentals, converted warehouse loos, etc.

Uses along the Warehouse Industrial Parkway will be diverse to draw foot traffic south  om
JJackson.
• Old warehouses along the way will be converted into music venues, bars and nightclubs, 
isolating noise  om residential areas and taking advantage of the large floorplates.
• New development will be encouraged along the parkway, with ground level uses serving as a 
noise buffer to the activity and scene along the streetscape.

Buchanan is the main residential spine of the District.
• From 4th  Street – 1st Avenue,  e Buchanan Artisan Corridor will be lined with mixed use 
bbuildings, with artisan retail – such as furniture, recording studios, dance studios, bakeries, 
art schools, and more – on the ground level and residential above, creating an active street 
scene. 
• From 3rd Avenue – 7th Avenue, a new, dense residential neighborhood will be developed using
modular housing and overlooking the new Union Station park.
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In order to create a true live/work/play neighborhood, employment offices will be developed throughout the District. One focus area will be sustainability, near 2nd Avenue/Jackson, where 
there are already several 'green' businesses already.  Here, several amenities can be found to help foster growth in the sector, and would serve as a template for multiple live/work/play clusters:
o High school academy for sustainable sciences
o Phoenix College School of Sustainable Sciences
o Eco--iendly housing for students, professors, etc.
o Research center
o o Small business incubator

a phoenix sports hof and museum at 3rd st and

jackson would provide a cultural attraction for

sports fans to be drawn toward. in addition, a

baseball field, batting cages, and lawn for 

tailgating, would be built adjacent, providing an

active public space for game days.





Currently, downtown and South Phoenix lack many of the amenities that suburban Phoenix offers.  is makes the central city a less desirable place to live, and also forces those who do live 
in these areas into their cars in order to meet basic needs.  e Warehouse District, with its large empty lots and abandoned warehouses makes for a perfect, centralized, transit-accessible 
location for these big box stores. Such stores would be hard to locate in the core of downtown because of the space and parking needs necessary.
LocLocating these stores in the southeast quadrant of the District allows visibility  om 7th I-17, and allows for easy access  om auto, bus, future light rail, and potential streetcar modes 
of transportation.  ese stores must still be designed in an urban fashion – built to the street with little setbacks, as part of mixed use projects when possible, etc. – to integrate them into the 
District. Examples include:
• A grocer on the empty lot bound by 4th  Street and 5th Streets, Buchanan and Lincoln
• An office supply store on the lot bounded by 5th and 6th, Buchanan and Lincoln
• A home goods store on the lot bounded by 6th  and 7th Streets, Lincoln and Grant
AAdditionally, warehouses such as the former Ultimate Consignment could be easily retrofitted to house one of these big box stores. 
 ese stores would provide tax revenue and amenities for the District, while increasing visitation  om nearby central city residents.
 














